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An update from TEQ's Board

TEQ Board member Karen Hanna Miller talks about the vast impact of COVID-19 on
the tourism and events industry, shares some tips on what businesses can focus on
now, and highlights the impact to Queensland’s events calendar throughout this
challenging time.

WATCH NOW
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Tourism operations during COVID-19
Queensland’s Chief Health Officer is issuing health directions to contain, or respond to,
the spread of COVID-19 within the community. The directions are being issued and
updated regularly, and it is important that Queensland’s businesses heed the directions
outlined.


Above all, a Home Confinement Direction has been issued for Queensland,
legislating a restriction on all people in Queensland from leaving their home
except for permitted, essential reasons (such as to obtain essential goods,
medical appointments or essential work).



Directions have been issued restricting the operation of non-essential
businesses and mass gatherings. Businesses should be clear on the details and
exemptions listed in these directions, while keeping the home confinement
direction as the main guide. Now is not the time to travel, or encourage travel,
other than for essential reasons.
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People travelling back home (e.g. in a caravan) are permitted to stay in
accommodation, with social distancing observed, as they safely expedite their
journey to their residence.



Essential workers may stay in accommodation in order to complete essential
work (e.g. emergency services or essential infrastructure workers)

TEQ’s dedicated COVID-19 webpage is updated daily with links to official directions
and information, and we urge business owners to ensure they consider all directions in
conjunction with each other. If you are still confused or concerned, or would like to be
considered for quarantine accommodation, you are urged to contact your Destination
Director at TEQ.

READ MORE

Creative Queenslanders
Despite vast restrictions on business operations across the country, Queensland’s
tourism businesses are showing how creative and innovative they can be in sharing
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their experiences and inspiring people to visit when they can. The Queensland blog is
highlighting some of the initiatives to encourage those in isolation or dreaming of
Queensland to enjoy Queensland virtually. TEQ’s international offices are also sharing
these initiatives in their markets, generating positive media coverage.

SEE THEM ALL

Industry opportunities
7:30pm, 2 April

Reef Teach ‘To bleach or not to bleach – the truth about coral bleaching’
Online

From 3 April

DDLS, Australia’s largest provider of corporate IT and process training, is offering a
series of webinars to support working remotely
Online

3 April (and every Friday)

Tourism Australia’s Coronavirus Webinar series – this week’s webinar will break down
the $130 billion JobKeeper support package and will feature Prime Minister Scott
Morrison as a guest speaker
Online

From 3 April

Tourism Bootcamp – 12-week program designed to help you build your business
during down-time
Online
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Quick snippets
TEQ’s dedicated COVID-19 webpage provides links to official directions and
information, as well as various business support packages and resources.

If you have people wondering whether they can travel at this time, TEQ also has a
dedicated page on tourist safety information that you can guide them to.

Regional aviation receives $198 million in support, bringing total government aviation
commitment to $1 billion.

TEQ has been working with the crew of Channel Nine’s ‘My Way’ to unearth local
stories from the Cairns and Great Barrier Reef region to inspire audiences to book a
trip when it’s safe to travel again. Watch the episode this Sunday, 5 April at 5:30pm.
View the trailer.

Brisbane Airport and Virgin Australia made the best of sending off their last
international departure for a while, with this creative flashmob throughout the airport.

Latest Reef Health update (26 March 2020).

We hope you enjoyed the new format of Eye on Q. Feedback is welcomed at industry.news@queensland.com
We are now sending Eye on Q from a new email platform. Please ensure industry.news@corp.e.queensland.com is on your
'safe' list to ensure you continue to receive our updates.
View past editions of Eye on Q
You’ve received this email because we have your email address in our records.
This email is intended solely for the use of the addressee and may contain information that is confidential or
privileged. If you receive this email in error please notify the sender. If you would like to no longer receive these
emails please unsubscribe below.
Unsubscribe
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